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TOWARD A MICROSCOPIC UNDERGTAN’DINGOF THE
INTERACTING BOSON MODEL OF NUCLEI

Joseph N, Ginocchio
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, N-w Mexico 87545

1. Introduction

The interacting boson modell) (IBM) has been very successful in

giving a unified and simple description of the spectroscopic pro-

perties of a wide range of nucleij from vibrational through rota-

tionfilnuclei. The three basic assumptions of the ❑odel are that 1)

the valence nucleons ❑ ove about a doubly closed core, 2) the col-

lective low-lying states arc composed primarily of coherent pairs of

neutrons ●nd pairs of protons coupled to angular ❑omentum zero and

two and 3) these coher+nt pairs are approximated as bosons. Thus the

IBM is an approximation to the nuclear shell model in which the

number of degrees of

for ls2Sm the number

However the number of

freedom are reduced drastically. For ●xample

of valence shell model states is about 4X1016.

IBtlstates is about 6X]04! This is a reduction

of about 1012. In spite of this large reduction in the number of

degrees of freedcm, the IBM does well in describing the spectroscopy

of the low-lying collecti~e states.

In this review we shall show how it is possible t6 have fermion

riamiltonianswhich have a class of collective ●igenstat.escomposed

●ntirely of ❑onopole and quadruple pairtiof fermions.k”3) Hence

these models satisfy the ●ssumptions 1) and 2) above but no boaon

approximation need be made! Thus the Pauli principle is kept in

tact.

Furthermore the fermion shell ❑odel states ●xcluded in tileIBfl

can be classified by the number of fermion paira which ●re not co-

herent monopole or quadruple pairs. Hence the mixing of theqe

ntates into the low-lying spectrum can be calculated in ● systematic

●nd tra ‘table ❑anner. Thus we can introduce features vhich ●re

outside thl!IBH.
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2, Honopole and

Our goal is

Quadruple Pairing

to construct fermion shell model Hamiltonians which

have a class of eigenstates composed of ❑onopole, Jn=O+, pairs and

quadruple, &2+, pairs only. The way to do this is to separate the

single-nucleon angular ❑omentum ~ into a pseudo-orbital angular

t z~s) We call these l’pseudo”momentum ~ and a pseudo-spin 1. because k

, ❑ay not correspond to the real orbital angular momentum of the shell

and the spin ❑ay be greater than %. An example is the s-d shell

which of course has orbital angular momentum 1=0,2 and spin s=+.

However we can span these states with k=l and i=3/2. h. shall dis-

cuss this interesting example more later. Such a separation is one

way to separate degrees of freedom of a nucleon in a shell. After the

separation, the special subspace is defined by summing over the

pseudo-angular momentum or spin thereby ❑aking those degrees of

freedom inactive. Hence this technique is a way of reducing the

number of active degrees of freedom in a fermion shell ino.’eland

hence separating the large fermion shell model spuce into two parts.

Another way of looking at this separation is to think of it as a

generalization of pairing. In pairing the monopole pair is the only

special pair and the single-nucleon angular momenta in this pair are

completely coupled to total angular momentum zero. In ~he present

❑odel the single-nucleon angular momentum is split into twc parts.

!lostof the single-nucleon angular momentum is coupled to zero in the

special pairs, but a smjll part of it is not.

To be more explicit we define a nucleon creation operator as

at ‘m which creates n nucleon in an orbit with single-nucleon(ki)J
angular momentum j, projection m with pseudo-orbital angular momentum

k and pseudo-spin i which are coupled to j,

(2.1)

A pair of nucleons is then a linear combination of orbitals coupled

in k-i coupling to a total pseudo-orbital angular momentum K, pseudo-

spin 1, with these then coupled to total angular momen~um J and

pxojeption H,
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~t C(X1)J[a~ia~i]M(K*)J
(KI)JM = ‘ki ki

(2.2)

Fkcause of antisymmetry, the sum oi angular ❑omenta is even:

K+I+l even . (2.3)

For our purposes we want to separate out one special angular ❑omentum

zero pair and one special angular momentum two pair for which we can

construct shell model Hamiltonians which will have a class of eigen-

states composed only of these pairs. There are only two ways to do

this:

(2.4)

(2.5)

In the first (second) case as long as the shell model Harniltonian

perserves

momentum)

momentum)

(i=;) and

the pairing of the pseudo-spin (pseudo-orbital angular

the pairs with total pseudo-spin (pseudo-orbital angular

zero will not mix with other pairs. Further, since k=l

because of the antisymmetrization which leads to equation

(2.3), only Jn=O+,2+ are allowed for these special pairs.

These two possibilities each lead to Hamiltonians with dynamical

symmetries. The first optiGn A leads to an Sp6 dynamical symmetry;

~he second option B leads to an S08 dynamical ?ymmet~y.3) Each of

these models has interesting features. The Sp6 model has an SU3

subgruup which means that axially symmetric rotntiunal nuclel emergr

from this model when the Homiltonian hns this SU3 as a dynamical

symmetry. On the other hand the S08 model has an S06 subgroup which

gives y-un~table rotational nuclei when the Hamiltcnian has an S06

dynamical synmnetry, The IBllhaf,both of these possibilities.—.

Howtwer of these two fermion models only the S08 model has a

one-to-one correspondence between the space spanned by the frrmion

states composed of the spncial monopole and quadruple pairs of

neu~rons and proto,lsand the space spanned by the moncpole and quad-

ruple boson~.3) In the Sp6 model many cf the most collcctivr ~t.ate~



vanish due to the Pauli principle. For this reason tbe S08 mode!.has

received the ❑ost attention r.odate, and we shall discuss that model

in sections 3-5 in detail first, However many interesting features

appear in the Sp6 model as well, and there has been a reviv31 of
)interest of late in this ❑odelq . We shall report recenL develop-

ments in this model in section 6.

3. The S08 Model

The total number of valence shell model orbits in the S08 model

can be as large as necessary and is given by

20= 4 Z (2k+’.), (3.1)
k

and hence the total number of possible states for n valence nucleons

can be large, (2: ), where n is the number of \ralencenucleons. A

wonderful a~pect about the S08 model is that all the states in this

space can be classified according to irreducible representations of

the S08 group.3) In particular the s’:atesin the space can be clas-

sified according to the number of nuclcons in the states, u, not

coupled to the special monopole and quadruple pair. This quantum

number is a generalization of the seniority quantum number
5) which

just counts the number of nucleons not coupled to a monopole pair.

The states wi~h u=O correspond to the collective subspace composed

only of monopole and quadrupolc pairs, and has a one-to-one cor-

respondence with the IBM space. The states with u=2 are those with

!~nlyone pair which is not a monopole or quadruple pair and so on.

This feature means that the study of the coupling of the collective

monopole and quadrupolc space to the other cta~es left out of the TBM

spare can be studied in a systematic way,

For odd nuclei u will be odd. The state u=l correspond to the

of the interacting boson-fermion model6)states in which an odd

fermion ib coupled to the men-even core dcscribcd by the IBM. the

allowed quantum numbers of u=l in thr S08 model have been worhcd

Out,s)
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The ❑onopole pair creation cfperator,St? and quadruple pair

t_creation operator, D , p-2,1,0,
u

-1,-2, are given by applying (2.2) and

(2.5),

(3,2a)

(3.2b)

These pair creation opera’>rs and their hermitian conjugates, plus

the multipole operators with total pseudo-orbital angular momentum

rank equal.to zero,

(3.2c)

are the generators of the SO group.3)

8
In particular, the pseudo-

spin generator is

In addition to these operators, the multipole operators

T(t-) (t)o)t
p;k = [a~3 a~3 IP ; t odd

55

(3,2d)

(3.3)

tconmute with S ,

Hence any

So*@ 71kso(2k+l)

Dt! and generate an SO(2k+l) group.

shell m,,de~ nuclear Hamiltonian which has an

dynamical symme~ry will have a Subspa(’e of
4 +

eigenstates consisting of S’, D’ pairs only, The most general shell

model Hamiltonian of this form will have monopole and quadruple

pairing and muitipole interactions:

1{= T t~os S + (+D “1)+ ~ K (l)R(r). R(r) (3.4)
r=l,2,3

&
(t) #t),T(t)

+ t. dd”k’k k’ k



‘here ‘0<%
and K(r) and v~~~ are the strengths of the multipole

interactions.

The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian will be labeled by the

quantum number u. Those with u=O will correspond to the IBM states

and those with u=l will correspond to the IBFM states. However all

shell model states will appear; the remaining states will have a

higher value of u.

The group S08 has three subgroups chains which have the total

pseudo-spin as an S03 subgroup as illustrated in Figure 1. For

values of the parameters of ‘~heHamiltonian which conserve the sym-

metry of

given in

The

S08

In this

these subgroups, the eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian can be

closed form.

first symmetry corresponds to subgroup chain

3s05 0SL!23S03 . (3.5)

Chajn the S05 wow is the symmetry group of the quadruple
\

oscillator) , SU2 is the well known quasi-spin group of pairinga))

and S03 is the pseudo-spin rotational group. For u=O states the

total pseudo-orbital angular momentum is zero and hence the total

angular momentum equals the t tal pseudo-spin, J=I. This symmetry

occurs for K(2)=G2 and the excited energy eigenvalues for u=O are

given by

(G2-GJ
E;(v,I,J) (3) I (1)-K(3))J(J+1) .2— —V(;!Q-V+2)+(K

4 -G2)~(T+3)+j(K

(3.6)

The quantum number v is the usual seniority,5)

v= n,n-2, ....0, (3.7)

I is the SO< quantum number,
.

K=$v, $v-2, .,.,Oorl (3,8)

and J is the angular momcnLum with allowed values determined by

partitioning T,



T =3p+A (3.9)

where p, A are non-negative integers, and then

J= A,A+l, .,.,2A-2,2A. (3.10)

This spectrum is that of an enharmonic quadruple oscillator with the

energy spacing between levels almost linear in v with anharmonicity

from the Pauli principle coming in naturally. This synusetryin the

S08 model corresponds to the SU5 symmetry in the IBM.

Another group chain is

S082S06 3s053s03 (3.11)

and occurs for the pairing strength GO=G2. The eigenspectrum for u=O

is then

E; (u,%,J) = (K(2)
- Go)(U-N)(u+N+4) + (K(3)-K (~)) 1(1+3)

(1) -K
‘3))J(J+I)+;(K (3.12)

where N = in is the number of pairs of valence nucleons, u is the SO
6

quantum number,

u= N,N-2, ...Oorl (3.13)

and the allowed values of ~ are

I =U,u-1, ....0, (3.14)

and the allowed values of the angular momentum J are the same as in

(3,9) and (3.10), This symmetry corresponds to a y-unstable rotor

and also corresponds to the S06 limit of the IBM.

The final group chain is

(3.15)S08-JS0, 3s053s03

and occur~ for ~(2)= G
o“

The eigenspectrum for u=O is given by
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E~(;,T,J) = (G2-GO) ~ (2C?-2n+~+ll))t (K(3)-G2)T(T+3)

(3.16)

This symmetry corresponds

action. The quantum number

v,

to a repulsive quadruple pairing inter-

; has the same allowed values as seniority

(3.17)G= n,n-2, ... ,0

and the allowed values of I are,

r=#~, $-2, ....Oorl (3,18)

and the allowed values of J are the same as in (3.9) and (3.10), The

spectrum for a given vi?lencenumber is that of a enharmonic quad-

ruple oscillator like the pairing limit, but unlike the pairing

limit the spacing between levels decreases as the number of valence

nucleons increases.3)

For the general Hamiltonian in wh!ch none of these three sym-

metries prevail the spectrum will depend on the relative strength of

the pairing interaction and the quadruple interaction. However it is

clear from these solvable limits that a wide variety of spec~ra can

occur in this model.

For the allowed

U>O, see Reference 3.

For application

and protons because

nucleo.ls and between

shall discuss this more in section 5.

representations of S08 and SO~ for states with

to nuclei we must distinguish between neutrons

the effective interaction between identical

neutrons and protons is very different. We

$’4. Matrix Elements in the S08 Model

For most uuclei the analytically solvable symmetry limits do not

apply. In order to calculate the properties of heavy nuclei in the

S08 model we need to calculate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian

and quadruple transition operator in the u=O Bubspace, and diagonal-
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ize the Hamiltonian ❑atrix numerically in this subspace. We can use

either the seniority basis, the S06 basis, or the SO, basis. We

choose the SO~ basis because the quadruple operator is simpler to

calculate in this basis than in either of the other two bases.

A beautiful aspect of the S08 model is that all the matrix

elements can be separated int~ the product of a matrix element which

is known in closed form and a matrix element in the IBM bos~n

space.3) If we denote an arbitrary operator as e, then

<N,U”,T’,J’tl-lEllN,U,t,J,M>

= F(O,Q;N,O’,t”,cT,T)<r’J”M’l~lTJll>B (4.1)

where the factor F is known algebraically, !2 is the valence orbital

degeneracy given by (3.1), N is the total number of pairs and U,T

are the S06 and SO~q uantum numbers. As -, F+FB, the factor for

bosons, for all.operators, which means thdt for an infinitely large

shell the F’auliprinciple can be neglected and thus the fermion SO
8

model becomes equivalent to the IBM. Hence all the Pauli effects

which distinguish the S08 model from the IBM are in the factor F.

This factor F has been derived for all the necessary operators and is

given in detail in references 3 and 9. Furthermore (4.1) implies

that we are able to use the coefficients of fractional parentage used

to calculate matrix elements of the IBM Hamiltonian to calculate the

mattix elements of the S08 Hamiltonian in the u=O subspace. In fact

we modified the computer program NPBOS,lo) which solved for the

spectra and transition rates in the IB!I,to solve for the spectra and

transition rates of the shell model Hamiltonian in the u=C subspace

of the S08 fermion model. Hence the calculation of nuclear

properties in the S08 model for the u=O subspace is only slightly

more time-consuming than in the IBM, but the Pauli principle is taken

inLo account exactly.

As an example we show in Table 1 the reduced matrix elements of

the quadruple operator Q
(2)

P
which will be introduced in Eq. (5.3b).

These matrix elements are calculated in the S06 basis. The factors

‘Nu
and B

No
refle~t the effect of the pauli principle which came ollt

naturally in thiR model. However in order to reproduce these simple

factors in the IBM, many-boson operators would be necessary.
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5. Applif tion to the Samarium Isotopes9)

As mentioned previously we must distinguish between neutrons and

protons when calculating properties of nuclei. For the Samarium

isotopes we take the dollbly-magiccore to have atomic number 2==50

and atomic mass AC=132. We assume that the active valence protons

are filling the orbitals between the ❑agic numbers 50 and 82 and the

valence neutrons to be filling the orbitals between numbers 82 and

126. Thus the shell occupancies are

On = 16 (5.la)

QV=22 . (5.lb)

The shell ❑odel Hamiltonian in which valence neutrons and pro-

tons are predominantly in different shell model orbitals can be

written as a sum of a Hamiltonian for neutrons and protons separately

plus interactions between ~eutrons and protons:

H =Hn+Hv+Vvn (5.2a)

where v(n) designates neutron (protonl. The Hamiltonian for identi-

cal nucleons is of the form

Ha = H(”)+ GaStS+IK(r)~(r~ .Q(r)
a raa a

(5.2b)

(o)where a is either v or n, In the above H ~ is the unperturbed shell

model Hamiltonian, the next term is the phiring interaction, and the
(r) of

remainder is the interaction in terms of multipole operators Qa
(r)angular momentum rank r and strengths Ka . We set the quadruple

pairing stregnth G2 equal to zero. The neutron-proton i~teraction

given by a au.mof multiples

(5.2(

s

)

Since we are only concerned with the eigenenergies in the u=O space,

we aet v~~~ = U since the operators (3.3) give exactly zero when
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operating on the u=O space and hence play no role in the u=O

spectrum.

The operators (3.2c) generate an S06 symaetry.2’3) For this

reason an interaction composed only of these operators will not

connect all possible states in the subspace with monopole and quad-

ruple pairs. For example, the diagonal matrix element of the quad-

ruple multipole operator (r=2) in the state with one quadruple pair

is exactly zero. This follows directly from the algebra of S06. In

order to include such transitions we generalize the quadruple oper-

ator to include a two-nucleon term, but keep the one-nucleor dipt>le

(r=l) and octupole (r=3) operators. That is we have

~(r) = R;’)
P

but for r=2, we use

r=l,3

Q(2) =R(2) +;(DTfi);2).
P P

(5.3a)

(5.3b)

From (5.3b) it is easy to show that the parameter q is equal to

the ratio of the reduced diagonal matrix element of the quadruple

operator betweerl the quadruple pairs

matrix element between the monopole and

<N=l, J=2~ll Q(2)l~ N=l, J=2~>q.

<N=l, J=2jll Q‘2)1I N=l, J=O~>

to the reduced

quadruple pair:

off diagon,al

(5.4)

For nucleon pairs in an infinitely large single j shell or for nu-

cleon pairs within a rigid rotor spectrum, q has the same value, q+

-1.2. In this paper we take q to have this collective value for both

neutrons and protons

qv =qn= -1.2 . (5.5)

Our rationale for having a quadruple operator which has a

two-nucleon part is that this quadruple operator is an effective

quadruple operator since we are truncating the shell model space.
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The ❑atrix elements of the single-nucleon Hamiltonian within the

u=O space will be non-zero only for that part which has pseudo-

orbital angular momentum equal to zero. The only single-nucleon

operator which has pseudo-orbital angular momentum zero is the number

operator. Thus the Hamiltonian matrix within the u=O space will not

depend on the separation of the single-nucleon energies, i.e. the

single-nucleon energies are treated as if they are degenerate. For

,heavy nuclei with many valence nucleons the interactions between

nucleons ❑ay be more important than the sin~le-nucleon separation so

this omission may not be serious. However the single-nucleon

energies will ❑ix in states with h]ghcr u, but it has been shown that
11)this admixing is small .

The interaction between ident~?al nucleons is dominated by

pairing. Hence in order to restrict the number of parameters we

limit the multipole interactions. For the proton Hamiltonian, we

keep only the quadruple interaction in addition to the pairing

interaction; that is,

~(r) ,.~ r=l ~
n 9 9.

We determine the s’rength

by fitting the excitation

(5.6)

of the pairing ~iid +uadrupole interactions

energy of the Jn=2~ state in the singly-

magic isotones with neutron number 82 and valence protons filling the

orbits between the 50 cnd 82 magic numbers. The parameters deter-

❑ined are,

Gn = -0.088 MeV (5.7)

K(2)
= 0.05 MeV,

T1
(5.8)

which confirms the fact that the pairing interactio~ is doninant,

For the neutron Hamiltonian there is no comparable data for the

tin isotopes (Z = 50) with valence neutrons filling the orbits be-

tween magic number 82 and 126. Instead we used the excitation energy

of J%2; for the tin isotopes with valence neutrons filling the

orbitals between magic numbe~ 50 and magic number 82. Wc then cor-
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rected the shell effect by multiplying by the ratio of the fl=2~

excitation energy for two valence protons in the 82 to 126 shell

❑odel orbitals (~~0P0125) to twa valence protons in the 50 to 82

shell model orbitals (~~4Te82). The JJ1=2~●xcitation energy of the

tin isotopes is relatively constant with fluctuations cf the order of

70 kev. We determine the pairing strength by taking an averagr of

these excitation energies, and putting all multipole ctrangths equal

, to zero. This leads to

Gv=- 0.051 MeV (5.9)

~(r) GO

v
(5.10)

Finally we determine the strengths of the dipole, quadruple,

and octupole neutron-proton interaction by fitting the Jn=2~. ex-

citation energy in lS2~lsqSm and the Jn=4~ excitation energy in

Is*Sm. This leads to

~(l)
= -0.15 MeVV.q (5.11)

K(2)
= -0.29 MeV

Vn (5.12)

J3)
= -9.22 MeV

Vn (5.13)

The pairing interaction conserves the seniority quantum number

which counts th number of nucleons not coupled to the coherent

monopole pair. Thus, for the Samarium isotopes near the neutron

closed shell, the states with low seniority will lie lowest in the

spectrum. As the neutrons increa~e the neutron-protw interaction

becomes more important. Both the dipole and octupolc interactions

conserve seniority. However, the quadruple interaction doe~ no~

conserve seniority, and we shall,see this reflected i.nthe calcula-

Liollsand the ~xperimental data,
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5.1 Spectra

In Fig. 2 we plot the ●xcitation energy of the even Yrast

levels for fl=2~ to fl=lO~ for the Samarium isotopes, A=144 to 156.

The solid lines are the calculate~ excitation ●nergies. The experi-

mental en~rgies are given by the points with different types of

points representing different angular ❑omentum as shown on the

figure. These points nre

eye.

The calculated fl=2~

●xperimental value for all

connected by a dotted line to guide the

excitation energy compares well with the

the isotopes presented. This achievement

only partially justifies the model since this ●nergy was fitted for

144~lS2~164Sm0 The excitation energies of the higher angular

momentum states ●re ❑ore interesting. We see that the calculated

●xcitation energies are reproduced well only for tbe isotopes with

●tomic ❑ass A=150 to A=156. Tbe reason for this is as follows. The

isotope 14’Sm is singly-magic. As we have said the pairing inter-

●ction domin~tes this spectrum. The lowest states with angular

momentum J will have seniority two. However, except for tbe fl=2+

state, theue states are outside the U=CIspace. In the u=O space for

singly-magic nulcei, the lowest state

●lso has nenioriv.y●qual to J. Hence

momentum 4+ has seniority 4, angular

●tc. These will be relatively high in

number of valence neutrons increase

with ●ven angular momentum J

the lowest state with angular

❑omentum 6+ bas seniority 6,

the spectkum. However, as tbe

the neutron-proton quadruple

interaction lowcra these high se~iority states.

suggest that the low-lying spectrum of nuclei

neutrons and protons is dominated by these higher

the u=O suhspace rather than the lower seniority

These results then

with m~lny valence

seniority states in

states outside this

subspace. We hope to investigate this point further by explicitly

including theee low seniority atatea outside oi the u=O space in

future work,

In Fig. 3 we plot the excitation enurgie~ for tbe ~=0~, 2;, ●nd

3; states.

In ‘44Sm the fl=O~, 2; states have seniority four in the u=O

subapace, whereas there are atatea outoide this subspace which have



Beniority two, As the valence neutrons ●re increased the calculated

u=O subspace fl=~~ drops rapidly becoming close to the ●xperimental

value. The fl=22 also drops rapidly but the disagreement with ex-

periment remains about the s-me. However in both cases the trend

with isotope number is reproduced: ●n initial drop in ●xcitation

energy, a minimum ●round A=152 ~nd then an increase in excitation

energy.

The lowest ~=3~ state in the u=O subspace has seniority six.

The ●xperimental ●xcitation ●nergy is not known for 144Sm but we see

that this excitation is poorly reproduced in the

implies that the ●xcluded space plays ●n important

and the F = 2; state ●s well.

The ~ = 1+ state is of special interest12)

u=O subapace. This

role in this state

because it doesn’t

●xist at mll in the u=O suhspace for singly-magic nucl~i. This

follows from the fact that this state is not totally symmetric in the

quadruple pairs. The identical nucleon quadruple pairs can not be

distinguished. Hence only the states totally syrmnetricin quadruple

pairs are allowed for nuclei with only identical valence nucleons,

Once both valence neutrons ●nd protons are ●ctive, ststes such as the

fl=l+states which are not totally synmwtric inthequadrupol? pairs

can exist. Since this atate is not totally synsnetric ia the

quadruple pairs it haa a different structure than the other states

considered. We see from Fig. 3 that its ●xcitation ●ne~gy is high in

‘s’Sm (-3.4 l’leV)andits dependence on ●tomic mass ia different,

falling only gradually, ●nd then rising ●t a lower atomic ❑ass.

Recently this state has been measured in lG4Sm ●nd its excitation

energy is foupd to be -3.2 MeV.Is) This agreement is significant

because the three parameters of the neutron-proton interaction were

determined by fitting three ●nergies of states in the Yxast band,

which ●re primarily syumstric in ths neutron and proton degrees of

freedom. Hence this prediction (the calculation‘) was done before

the experiment) comes out naturally from the model, Tne geometrical

model gets this energy too high,12)
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5.2 Quadruple Moments and Transitions

In order to test the structure of the wave function ❑ore sensi-

tively, we calculated quadrupolc moments and transition rates for a

number of nucl~i. The neutron and proton effective charges for the

quadruple operator are sssumed to be equal,

T(2) =e(Q~2)+Q$2)) . (5.14)

The effective charge e is chosen so as to fit the quadruple moment

1s2Sm which givesof the first excited state in

e =0.17 eb , (5.15)

In Fig. 4 we plot the quadruple ❑oment of the first excited

state .1s a function of atomic mass. The agreement is within ex-

perimental ●rror except for 154Gm. The quadruple moment for lL4Sm

is overestimated by about 5%. In Fig. 5 we plot the B(E2) for 2~+0~
+

and 4++2
11

using the same effective charges. The calculated B(E2) are

generally overestimated but we see that the trend is well reproduced,

6, The Sp6 Model

The total number of valence shell model single-nucleon states

can be as large as necessary and is given by

20 = 2(2j+l) ❑ 3Z(2i+l) (6,1)
i

and hence the total number of possible states for n valence nur.leons

can be large, (2:), where n i~ the number of valence nucleons, Just

aa in the cass of the S08 model, all the states in this space can be

claaaified according to irreducible representation of the Sp6 group,

and the quantum number u which is the number of nucleons not in the

special monopole or quadruple pair. Howevrr unlike the S08 model

the number of ntates for u=O are no~ in one-to-one correspondence

with the IBtla). The number of u=(.)sthl-cswill be less thalithr

number of IBM states because of the Pauli pri~~ci.ple.For this
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reason, which may

as the S08 model.
)this mode14 .

The monopole

creation operator,

(2,4)

+

be unjustified, this model was not studied as much

However there has been recent renewed interest in

pair creation operator, St, and quadruple pair

fit,p=2,1, ,0 -1,-2, are given by applying (2.2) and
P

s’ = 4 t t ](003M[3(2i+l)] [ali ali o
i

fit= *2[3(2i+l)]* [at. at ](20)2P1 11 lip-

(6.2a)

(6.2b)

These pair creation operators and their hermitian conjugates, plus

the multipole operators with total pseudo-sp;.nrank equal to zero,

~(r) # t t ](r~o)r; r=0,1,2

P
= -$Z[3(2i+l)] [ali ali ~

i
(6.2c)

.
are the generators 3)

‘f ‘he ‘P6 ‘roup”
In particular the pseudo-

orbital angular momentum operator is

K= -2[2/3]% fip(l)

In addition to these operators, the multipole operators

$-/’” (t,o)t~(t) = $[3(2i+l)] [ali ali 1P
p;] ; t odd

(6,2d)

(6.3)

tt
commute with S , D , and generate an Sp2i+l group.

Hence any shell model Hamiltonian which has an Sp
6 0 ~SP~i+l

dynamical symmetry will have a Subspdcr of eigenstates consisting of
St

t fitpairs only. The most general shell model llamil.toni~nof this

form will have monopole nnd quadruple pairing and mu]tipole int.cr-

actions:

H = COSTS + G2fi+*fi+ ~ ~(r)~(r)m F(r)
(6,4)

r=],2

+ (t.)~(t),~(t)
L&ldvi ’i i’ i
i’,i
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‘here ‘O<G2
and K(r) ~nd v(t)i,i are the strengths of the multipole

interactions.

The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian will be labeled by the

quantum number u. Those with u=O will correspond to a subset of the

IBM states and those with u=l will correspond to a subset of the IBFM

states. However all shell model states will appear; the remaining

states will have a higher vaise of u.

The group Sp6 has two Gubgroups chains which have the total

pfeudo-orbital angular momentum as an S03 subgroup as illustrated in

Figure 6. For values of the parameters of the Hamiltonian which

conserve the symmetry of these subgroups, the eigenenergies of the

Hamiltonian can be given in closed form.

The first symmetry corresponds to subgroup chain

(6.5)

In this chain SU2 8)is the well known quasi-spin group of pairing ,

and S03 is the pseudo-orbital angular momentum group. For u=O states

the pseudo-spin is equnl to zero and hence the tothl angular momentum

●quals the total pseudo-orbital angular momentum. This symmetry

occurs for K
(2)_

-G2 and the excited energy eigenvaiues for u=O are

given by

(G2-GO)
Ej(v,J) = ~--- 3 (1)

V(2i2-V+2) + 8(K - G2)J(J+1) . (6.6)

The quantum number v i~ the usual seniority,5)

v = n, n -2, ....0,

and J is the angular momentum, This

oscillator wilh thr energy spacing

with nnharmonicity from the Pauli

(6.7)

spectrum iB that of an anh~rmol~ic

between levels almost linear in v

principle coming in naturally.

This ayannetry in the Sp6 model corresponds partially to the S11
5

~yauaetrvin ~he IBM. Since Sp6 haN not S05 subgroup, therr is no I

quantum number aa in the S08 model. Th~ IBM does have an Sf,bsulJ-
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group and it is for this reason that there is no one-?a-one cor-

respondence between the Sp6 model and the IBM.

Another group chain is

(6.8)

and occurs for the pairing strength GO=G2. We use the fact that the

SU3 Casimir operator is

C3
=2 2 ii%$r) . (6.9)

r=l,2

The eigenspectrum for u=O is then

Ej(A,p,J) = (K(2)-G2)[(A-2N)(A+2N+3)+p(A+p+3)]

2

(1) -K ‘2))J(J+I),+;(K (6.10)

where N = #n is the number of pairs of valence nucleons, and (A)p)

are the SU3 quantum numbers. The allowed values of J for a given

1) This symmetrYrepresentation follow the same rules as in the IBM.

corresponds tn an axially symmetric rotor.

6.1 The SU3 Ground State Band

All the states illthe SU3 representation (A,p) = (2N,0) which

will correspond to the ground state bal~dfor an axially symmetric

rotor can be projected from an intrinsic btat.ecomposed of N intrin-

sic pairs of nucleons, These intrinsic pairs create two nu[l(’ons

with pseudo-orbital angular momentum projection zero, but total

pseudo-~pin zero.

[----Htp) ,At=+~ q(zi+l) * {a~o;j,alo;i

i
\)

(6,11)

wherr the {) coupling i~ for p~eudo-spillonly. Hence thi~ pair does

no~ have n definite p~eudo-orbitaj angular momentum.
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For N 5 0/2, i.e. the half-filled shell, the SU3 eigenstates

will be projected from this intrinsic pair condensate,
I

I(2N,0)K,M;I= o> ‘KS (6.12a)d~ D$)(M)RK(UI)(A+)NIO>

(K) 22)where DM,(UJ) is the Wigner D-function s w are the Euler angles,

~(u) is a pseudo-orbital angular momentum r~tation, and rl
N’K

is the

normalization

fl~ = ‘NKPN

where Bw is the IBM normalization

‘N-K= [~]
.

PN is the Pauli correction factor

[1(;-1)!
*

‘N = &N)l(fl)N-i
3 3

(6,12b)

+
I (6,12c)

(6.12d)

and 10> i.sthe core.

For N > ~ the SU3 representation (2~,0) with fi= fl-Nwill be

lowest in energy and is ~rojected from an irtrinsic state of ~

intrinsic pairs of nucleon holes. The vacuum 10>+1~>, the closed

sheli, and N+~ in the formulae (6,12).

From (6.12d) we zee thai PN = O for N > ~. Hcnre in this case

the (2N,0] representation vanishes because of the Pnuli princlp[e.

Likewise (2fi,0)vanishes for ~ > ~, Thus these lowest SU3 represenl.-

ations do not exist in Lhe Sp
(8
nlodelfor

(6.13)

Thin is an example of ata~es which do not exist in the Sp6 because of

the Pauli principle but do cxis~ in the IBM, ThlN may not be u

defect; only by comparison wiih data can we .judg~ whethpr t,hisis a

valid effect which rxjsts in nuclei.23)
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6.2 The SU3 Excited Ranas

We can defin~ an excited u=2 band by replacing one of the pairs

in (6.12a) by an intrinsic pair with pseuao-spin 1#0

(6.14)

Because of antisymmtry, I mur,~of course be even. The u=2 states

with SU3 symmetry are projec~ed from an intrinsic state with N-1 1=0

pairs (6.11) and one pair with 1#0:

l(2N,o)K,M;I,p>=
Jm
——Jdw D~)(w)RK(w) (A+)N+lA~plO> (6.15a)
a@K1

where

(6.15b)

Hence we see that, as lonp,as I is even but larger than zero, the

normalization is independe~t of I. Furthermore we see that this SU3

band does not exist for u=2 for

:5

which is

The

bands,

I =

N+

more restrictive than for the u=O states as

SU3 representation (2N,,0)gi,ven in (6.14)

2i -l,2imax -3, .,. ,2
max

(6.16)

shown by (6.13).

occurs for many

(6.17)

where iMax is the maximum p~el~do-spinin tl,esystem.
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6.3

part

Strongly Coupled ti=2Band

In the u=2 bands described by (6.14), the pseudo-spin is not

of the collective rotational moton. We can define a s~rongly

coupled band by rotating the pseudo-orbital angular ❑omentum and

pseudo-spin together:

I(2N,0)I;J-M>= =fd~ D(J)(lUIR(L,,)At (At)N-llo> (6.18a)
8n2~N1J MO “ 1,P=O

where

[

2(2K+1)(iNIJ = K

1

$: ; :)2 rl~l “ (6.18b)

In the above tbe rotation R(Q) acts on both pseudo-orbital angular——

❑omentlunand pseudo-spin.

6.4 Transition Rates

For the quadruple transitions between u=O states, the

quadruple opeiator will be proportional to the quadruple operatcr

which is a scalar with respect to pseudo-spin; i.e. the operator R
(2j

P
given in (6.2c). The matrix elements of these operators are the same

)as those given by the SU3 limit of the IBMl . This must be so

because in both cases the quadruple operator is a genelator of the

SU3 group and hence the matrix elements will depend only on the SU3

quantum number.

6,5 Pairing Energy

The pairing binding energy in the u=O lowest SU3 band is

<(2N)o)K,tl;I=ols+sl(2N,o)K,tl;]=0>

(~-N+l)(2N-K)(2N+K+I)
= —-

2(2N-lT— ((6.19a)
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As the afigular ❑omentum, J=K, increases, this binding energy

decreases. For the u#O band the pairing is less which ❑akes these

bands higher in energy for the same K:

<(2N,0)K,M; I#O,pl S+Sl(2N,0)K,M; I#O,P>

= (N-1) ‘?-N)
<(2N,0)K,ll;I=O@Sl(2N,0)K,M; 1=0> . (6.19b)

N (:-N+l)

However for a given total angular momentum J, where of course

J=I+K,I+K-l, .,. , 11-KI, if more angular momentum is put into the

pseudo-spin, I, and less into the pseudo-orbital angular momentum K,

the pairing

some J, the

le”el will

inertia for

binding energy for that state will increase. Hence for

state with 1#0 may become lower {n energy. Thus the YrasL

be in another band leading to a different ❑oment of
)the Yrast band23 . Of course this effect is outside the

scope of the pure IBM since it deals only with the u=O band.

Additional quasi-particle states must be introduced into the IBM24).

7. Light Nuclei

For the s-d shell the pseudo-spin decompositionwhich spans the

s-d shell is k=l and i=3/2. This offers the curious possibility of

having both an SU3 ~ and S06 dynamicGl symmetry simultaueonsly!

For light nuclei since valence neutrons and protons are filling the

same shell simultaneously we must introduce isospin degrees of

freedom. In fact the monopole and quadruple u=O pairs will form an

isospin triplet. Hence the largest group of the s-clspace with spin

and isospin and which includes the pair operators and multipole

operators is the S0(48) group. There are many options for subgroup

chains which lead to the SU38S0~ group generated by the multipole

operators in (3,2c) und (6.2c):

s0(48) ~ ... ~ SU38S068SU2 ~S038SU2 (7.1)
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where the SU is isospin.
2 In Table 2 we tabulate the quantum numbers

in pseudo-orbital ❑omentum and pseudo-spin coupling for n=2 in the

s-d shell for each isospin T=O and 1. The notation used for S06

representations is really that of the isomorphic SU4 representations

as discussed in Reference 3, page 245. We see that for each isospin,

the space is split into two SU38S06 representations. If the Hamil-

tonian is a pairing plus a quadruple interaction and the quadruple

operator is a linear combination of the quadruple operators given in

(3.2c) and (6.2c);

R(2) + ~fi;2) ,
Qp=p (7.2)

then SU38S06 will be a good quantum number. For the .Jn=O+states we

can make a simple test for this symmetry. We can take the overlap of

the phenomenologically determined 25)ISO ground state wavefunction

with the Jn=O+ states in the (2,0)8(0,1,0) representation of SU38S06.

We find that only 6% of this wavefunction lies outside this repre-

sentation. Of course lsO has significant admixtures of core excited

states outside of the s-d shell space. Hence it would be more

interesting to apply this model to the heavier s-d shell nuclei for

which the core excited states are higher in energy.26)

8. Summary

We have

models which

and Conclusions

reviewed the status of two different fermion collective

have features similar to the interacting boson model of

nuclei but which do not make a boson approximation. Furtherm~re

these models classify all the shell model states by the number of

identical fermion pairs not coupled to coherent monopole er quadru-

ple pairs. For the S08 model we have considered the u=O subspace,

i.e. the space in which all identical fermions are coupled to co-

herent ❑onopol.e or quadruple pairs. We have shown that the

diagonalization of the shell model Hamiltonian within this subspace

is no more difficlllttk,andiagonalizing the IBM Hamiltonian. The

states in each space have a one-to-one correspondence and t~e matrix

elements of the shell model Hamiltonian can be written in terms of

the boson matrix elements used in the diagma~ization of the IBM



Hamiltonian. However, the S08 model automatically takes into acco~t

the Pauli principle which is reflected in the fact that the ❑atrix

elements depend on 0, the shell occupancy. In the limit that Cl

becomes infinitely large, the S08 ❑odel Hamiltonian in this subspace

will then become equivalent to an IBM Hamiltonian with pairwise

interactions. For finite !2, the IBM Hmailtonian will have inter-

actions more complicated than pairwise interactions.27)

The shell model Hamiltonian that we used is dGminated by pairing

between identical nucleons and a sum of dipole, quadruple, and

octupole neutron-proton interactions. The same Hamiltonian is used

for all of the Samariw isotopes. We have shown that the excitation

energy of the levels in the u=O subspace decreased dramatically with

isotope number. This implies the

in the dynamics of the shell model

parameters are needed. However

reproduce the deformed Samarium

three-nucleon interactions.

mass dependence resides inherently

Hamiltonian, and no mass dependent

we did find that in order to

isotopes, we needed to introduce

Furthermore the isovector excitations Jn=l: come at the correct

excitation energy was determined experimentally only recently,13)

although the parameters of the Hamiltonian were determined from the

predominantly isoscalar Yrast states.

States left out of the u=O suspace, in particular seniority two

states, lie low in the nuclear spectrum for nuclei near closed

shells. However, our results indicate that, as the number of

neutrons increase, the states in the U=o subspace, although

possessing higher seniority, decrease in energy due to the neutron-

proton interaction, and seem to dominate the law-lying spectrum of

the heavier Samarium isotopes. This is particularly true of the

Yrast states of even angular momentum and positive parity. For other

states the u=O dominance is probably less. Wc need to study the

coupling of the u=O subspace with the remaining shell model space in

future work to ascertain the amount of admixture of states outside

this subspace into the eigenfunctions of the shell model Hamiltolian.

Some featuree of the Sp6 model were uutlined. This model has an

SU3 au”bgroupand hence can produce axially deformed spec~ra with
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two-nucleon interactions only. This model appears to have more

applications than originally thought and should be studied more.4’23)

Finally we suggest that light nuclei may corubinefeatures of

both SU3 and S06 synnnetrysimultaneously.
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Tale 1
Matrix Elcts of Q(2)

*2

u

a

a

#

%[
@+t+5) (a+tti~> U-T-1

~+7) 1 <I+2,r+2,r+2#,L”[l(d+d+)(2)l lt,I,GA,bE
2X+5)

[Qw4+4rq’ tct+l,r+lor+l,A”,L-lld llw,uA,be

!2



1-1

t-z

U-2 r-z

[ 1(u+I+3) (u+T+2) (u@ (u-T-1) % %wA’,L-I l(d+a)(2)lIT,I,I,A,D9

L J



Table 2

1352in
The Classification of States of (- – -2,2)2)

the Pseudo Orbital Angular Homentum-Spin Representation

T SU38S06 R I J

1 (2,C))13[0,1,0) o
0
2
2

(0,1)8(2,0,0) 1
1

(2,0)0(2,0,0) o
0
2
2

(0,1)8(0,1,0) 1
1

0
2
0
2

;

0
2

0
2
2
0,1,2,3,4

0,1,2
2,3,4

1
3
1,2,3
1,2,3,4,5

1
1,2,3
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

The three possible subgroup chains of S08 which contain
the pseudo-spin subgroup.

The excitation energy of the ith state with angular mo-
mentum J and parity n, E(J.), for the Samarium isotoPes.
The data points are from R*f. 14 - 19.

The excitation energy of the ith state with angular ❑o-
mentum J and parity n, E(Ji), for the Samarium isotoes.
The data points are from Ref. 14 - 19.

The quadruple moment of the first excited state, Q(2+),
for the Samarium isotopes. The data points are from Aef.
15 - 21.

The B(E2; JV+JH) for the Samarium isotopes. The data points
are from Ret. f5 - 21.

The two possible subgroup chains of Sp6 which contain the
pseudo-orbital angular ❑omentum subgroup.
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